








9:00 A.M. -4:30 P.M.
SELECTMEN'S MEETINGS
1ST & 3RD MON. 7:00 P.M.







DAY TAXES DUE 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
DAY OF LIEN 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
LIBRARY HOURS
TUES. & THURS. 10 A.M.-7 P.M.








1ST & 3RD WED. 7:00 P.M.
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
2ND&4THWED. AS NEEDED
TAX RATES - PER $1,000 ASSESSMENT
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
TOWN 4.84 4.84 4.84 4.84 4.67
SCHOOL 13.83 15.15 15.99 17.64 18.31
COUNTY 2.10 2.05 2.12 2.23 1.99
20.77 22.04 22.95 24.71 24.97
Population per Office of State Planning - 1,627
Cover Photo: The Hancock Depot
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Lesley E. Cass, Resigned 4/97































































Michael E. Cass, 1st Assistant Chief Philip Mathewson, 2nd Assistant Chief
OVERSEER OF HEALTH AND WELFARE
Wendy R. Brennan
Henry F. Query, Health Deputy
AUDITORS




Albert Anderson David Bilodeau
Roger Tempe David Skerry
CHIEF OF POLICE
Edward J. Coughlan Jr.
POLICE OFFICERS
Sgt. Steven A. Baldwin
Scott Lester
Andrew Wood
AGENT FOR TOWN CLOCK
Robert A. Fogg









Howard M. Mitchell For the Selectmen
Norman Phelps, Alt. 2000
John Roper, Alt.






Ray E. Pierce For the Selectmen










Norman Phelps, Alt. 1999
Douglas Payne, Alt. 1999
FOREST MANAGEMENT SUBCOMMITTEE




































Wayne Fisher Richard Bell Ray Pierce
Henry Query. Road Agent
MEMORIAL DAY- 1997
Kenneth Davis, Co-Chair Edmund Lapine, Co-Chair
Francis Pond Dr. Robert Benoit Paul Daly Howard Weston Norman Phelps
OLD HOME DAY- 1997
Tern & Mark Hummel Lauren & David Carney
Elizabeth Pels. Road Race
APPOINTED BY RECREATION COMMITTEE
LIFEGUARDS
Nancy Gladding, Water Front Director




APPOINTED BY SELECTMEN ON RECOMMENDATION OF FIRE WARDEN
DEPUTY FIRE WARDENS
Edward J. Coughlan Jr. Linden Joseph






























A. Patricia Briggs. Director
Shirley Kane. Librarian
Susan Roper. Librarian
Man' .Ann Hitchcock. Children's Librarian
^^^x^xx^x^^^x^x^^x^xxxxxxx^xx^x^xx
WITH GRATITUDE AND .APPRECIATION
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Hancock, in the County of
Hillsborough in said State qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the FIRE STATION in said
Hancock on Tuesday, the tenth day of March next at eight of
the clock in the forenoon until seven of the clock in the
evening, for ballot voting of Town Officers and all other matters
requiring ballot vote; and, to meet at said FIRE STATION in said
Hancock, on Saturday, the fourteenth day of March next at nine of
the clock in the morning, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,022,049.00 which represents the operating budget, inclusive
of the Water Department operations. Said sum exclusive of all
separate articles addressed; or take any other action relating
thereto
.
3. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to approve the
purchase of the Mary Garland property located on Route 137 north,
between the town fire department land and the town land housing
the new elementary school and recreation area, at an amount not
to exceed one hundred fifty thousand dollars ($150,000); and to
raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred fifty thousand
dollars ($150,000.00) for said purpose; and, authorize the
issuance of not more than ninety-one thousand dollars
($91,000.00) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions
of the Municipal Finance Act and to authorize the municipal
officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore, to authorize
the withdrawal of the full amount of the balance remaining in the
Kepner Trust Fund; or take any other action relating thereto.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (2/3 ballot vote
required)
.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
thirty-three thousand eight hundred twenty-seven dollars
($33,827.00) to upgrade South Elmwood Road; and, to authorize the
transfer of $19,646.00 of the December 31, 1997 fund balance for
this purpose; the balance to be raised by taxation. This will be
a non-lapsing account per RSA 32: 3, VI and will not lapse until
the project is completed or within two years, whichever is less;




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
eighteen thousand eight hundred dollars ($18,800) to modify the
existing temporary classroom at the Hancock Elementary School for
the purpose of housing the Hancock Police Department; and, to
authorize the withdrawal of $18,800 from the December 31, 1997
fund balance for this purpose. This will be a non-lapsing
account per RSA 32: 3, VI and will not lapse until modifications
are complete or in two years, whichever is less; or take any
other action relating thereto. Selectmen recommend this
appropriation
.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
seventeen thousand two hundred dollars ($17,200.00) to install a
lift at the Town Highway Garage to give a safer work area to
repair town vehicles; and, to authorize the transfer of $17,200
of the December 31, 1997 fund balance for this purpose; or take
any other action relating thereto. Selectmen recommend this
appropriation
.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of five thousand dollars ($5,000) for the purpose of starting a
staffed summer recreational playground program; or take any other
action relating thereto. Selectmen do not recommend.
8. To see if the town will raise and appropriate up to four
thousand dollars ($4,000.00) to upgrade the bridge on Depot Road;
and, to authorize the transfer of $4,000 from the December 31,
1997 fund balance for this purpose; or take any other action
relating thereto. Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
three thousand six hundred seventy five dollars ($3,675.00) to
modify the existing elementary school building for town offices;
and, to authorize the withdrawal of $3,675 from the December 31,
1997 fund balance for this purpose; or take any other action
relating thereto. Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
three thousand one hundred dollars ($3,100.00) to repair the roof
on the South side of the fire house; and, to authorize the
transfer of $3,100 from the December 31, 1997 fund balance for
this purpose; or take any other action relating thereto.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500.00) to modify
the entrance to Depot Road to become one-way westerly from Route
123 to the intersection with Cross Street; and, to authorize the
transfer of $1,500 from the December 31, 1997 fund balance for
this purpose; or take any other action relating thereto.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
12. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue Davenport Road
from the Route 12 3 intersection North to the driveway into the
Davenport residence; and, to transfer ownership of that section
of road back to the abutters; or take any other action relating
thereto.
13. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the current
Class VI section of Old Town Road, which starts at the point
where the private road to summer cottages bears right and
continues southwesterly to the Nelson town line; and, to transfer
ownership back to the abutting landowners; or take any other
action relating thereto.
14. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to work with
the First Congregational Church to create landscaped handicap
accessibility to the Hancock Meetinghouse; and, to install a
sprinkler system within the Meetinghouse. The funds for the
access and sprinklering will be derived from private donations.
No tax dollars are being requested for these Meetinghouse
projects. Or take any other action relating thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote to open to Class V status 500
feet of the westerly portion of Fairfield Road (from Route 123 to
a point approximately 30 feet past the entrance to the Danforth
residence. This portion of Fairfield Road was brought up to
Town specifications of a Class V road in 1997, by its residents;
or take any other action relating thereto. BY PETITION.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
nine hundred dollars ($900.00) for the purpose of repairs and
replacement of beach and ballfield equipment; and to authorize
the withdrawal of this sum from the Hancock Recreation Fund
(Revenue Fund) established for this purpose at the 1993 Town
Meeting to fund this appropriation; or take any other action
relating thereto. {No budget impact} Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
Four thousand nine hundred forty-one dollars ($4,941.00) for the
purpose of repairs and replacement of police equipment and
authorize the withdrawal of this sum from the Hancock Police
Equipment Repair/Replacement Fund (Revenue Fund) established for
this purpose at the 1993 town meeting; or take any other action
relating thereto. {no budget impact} The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) for the purpose of purchasing
the necessary materials and paying for data entry to do further
work on the Hancock genealogy, and authorize the withdrawal from
the Hancock History Fund (Revenue Fund) established for this
purpose at the 1993 town meeting; or take any other action
relating thereto. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation,
{no budget impact}
10.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
twelve hundred dollars ($1,200.00) for the purpose of purchasing
baseball equipment and doing maintenance and repairs to the
ballfields, and authorize the withdrawal from the Hancock
Baseball Fund (Revenue Fund) established for this purpose at the
1997 town meeting; or take any other action relating thereto.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. {no budget impact}
20. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the authorized and
unissued bonds or notes balance of $39,000 remaining from Article
6 of the March 18, 1995 town meeting. This represents the
unissued balance of funds authorized for the purchase of the
pumper fire truck; or take any other action relating thereto.
21. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the authorized and
unissued bonds or notes in the amount of $30,000 from Article 17
of the March 14, 1992 Town Meeting. This represents the funds
authorized but unissued for repairs to the Meetinghouse steeple;
or take any other action relating thereto.
22. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the authorized and
unissued bonds or notes balance of $25,000 from Article 6 of the
March 13, 1993 Town Meeting. This represents the balance
remaining authorized but unissued for modifications to the
Hancock Water System; or take any other action relating thereto.
23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
accept the reports of auditors and committees as printed in the
Town Report; or take any other action relating thereto.
24. To transact any other business that may legally come before
said meeting.
Given under our Hands and Seal , this 10th day of February in





SUMMARY 1997 TOWN MEETING MINUTES
ARTICLE 1 . Town officers elected by BALLOT March 11, 1997.
ARTICLE 2. BALLOT vote to add a new definition to Article ITJ. of the Zoning
Ordinance for CAFE, and add a Special Exception for a Cafe in the Residential District.
Passed by a vote of YES-433 NO-77.
ARTICLE 3. BALLOT vote to adopt provisions ofRSA 40:13- Official Ballot - Failed
to pass by a 3/5 vote. YES-198 NO-299.
ARTICLE 4. Voted to consider after Article 9.
ARTICLE 5. Voted to raise and appropriate the amended operating budget in the amount
of $1,024,030.00, inclusive of Water Dept. operations.
ARTICLE 6. Tabled.
ARTICLE 7. Voted to raise and appropriate $48,000 to pave Vatcher Road and Windy
Row and to transfer this sum from the fund balance.
ARTICLE 8. Voted to modify the Elderly Exemptions.
ARTICLE 9. Voted to direct the Selectmen to reconvene the 1994 committee chaired by
Linda Renna to review the Elementary School site and to add certain members, a report
to be made at a reconvened Town Meeting set for May 3, 1997.
ARTICLE 4. Voted to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $10,000 to purchase an
option to buy the Garland property located on RTE 137N,
ARTICLE 10. Failed by vote to accept as Class V a privately owned extension of Old
Town Road.
ARTICLE 1 1. Failed by vote to establish a Future Public Office Space Relocation Study
Committee.
ARTICLE 12. BALLOT vote to adopt provisions of RSA 3 1 :95 regarding revenues from
the baseball team. Passed by a vote of YES-95, NO-1.
ARTICLE 13. Voted to raise and appropriate $3,000 for beach and ballfield repairs and
equipment, $1,000 for summer Concerts and withdrawal of $4,000 from Recreation Fund
for these appropriations.
ARTICLE 14. Voted to raise and appropriate $2,750 for repair and replacement of
police equipment and to authorize withdrawal of these funds from the Police Equip.
Repair/Replacement Fund.
ARTICLE 15. Voted to raise and appropriate up to $10,000 for necessary materials and
data entry for Hancock genealogy, amount to be withdrawn from History Fund.
ARTICLE 16. Voted to authorize Selectmen to accept all funds received for maintenance
and sale of cemetery lots and turn over same to Trustees of Trust Funds.
ARTICLE 17. Voted to adopt provisions ofRSA 202-A:4-d authorizing library trustees
to accept gifts of personal property, other than money, offered to the library for public
purposes.
ARTICLE 1 8. Voted to authorize Selectmen to accept reports of Auditors and
committees as printed in the Town Report.
There being no other business, the meeting recessed until Saturday, May 3, 1997.
SUMMARY RECONVENED TOWN MEETING - MAY 3, 1997
BALLOT vote to authorize Selectmen to enter into all necessary agreements with the
Conval School Board for the siting of the new elementary school on town owned property
as substantially shown in Option #5 of the building proposal presented by the Hancock
School Study Committee with specific recommendations. YES-275 NO-49.
12.
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
For the eighth consecutive year from 1990 through 1997, we are proud to report
that we have successfully maintained a flat town tax rate. In addition, for 1998, we are
proposing a budget including warrant articles that will continue a flat town tax rate for a
ninth year. These results have been achieved because the town staff and the many
volunteer committees have maintained close control over costs. In addition, we have
benefited from increased revenues from motor vehicle registrations, timber yield taxes
and land use change taxes. As a result, we have been able to increase expenditures for
police services, highway maintenance and other town services with no increases in town
property tax rates.
Another important issue concerning the location of the new Hancock Elementary
School was successfully settled at a special town meeting on May 3. On March, the
regular town meeting rejected a proposal by the Conval School Board to locate the new
elementary school in the north-west section of the Knowles-Stewart field instead of the
site of the old high school as originally planned. The March meeting voted to refer the
matter to a special study committee and to reconsider the issue at a special town meeting
on May .3. The Study Committee, chaired by Linda Renna, conducted a series of public
meetings to review the merits of the two possible sites and finally recommended approval
of the site proposed by the School Board and its architect. The special town meeting
overwhelmingly approved the committee's recommendation. Demolition of the old high
school began in July and construction of the new school started in mid-September.
To vacate the old high school, the town office staff with the assistance of the
Conval maintenance department successfully moved the town offices to the Hancock
Depot. The Depot, which had generously been made available by the Depot Association,
will serve as a temporary location of the town offices until they can be moved into the
present elementary school in the final quarter of 1998.
By year-end, two agreements had been successfully negotiated and signed by the
selectmen and the Conval School Board. One agreement concerned the alterations and
modifications to be made by the School Board to prepare the present elementary school
for use as the town offices.. The other agreement concerned the payments by the School
Board for the costs of moving the town offices and for the temporary use of the Hancock
Depot. At year-end, two additional agreements have been signed by the selectmen but are
still awaiting approval by the School Board and the Hancock Depot Association. The
first agreement concerns the provisions for the leasing of the site of the new elementary
school on the Knowles-Stewart field. The other agreement concerns the temporary use of
the Hancock Depot as the town offices.
Another major 1997 project was the revaluation of all Hancock properties by the
NH Department of Revenue Administration, Property Appraisal Division. The last
revaluation of Hancock properties was completed in 1987, so the new reevaluation was
undertaken to update and to realign Hancock values more equitably with those of other
Conval towns. During the past few years, property values in other Conval towns such as
Antrim, Bennington and Peterborough have declined. As a result, upward pressure has
been exerted on the school portion of Hancock property taxes. To correct for this
13.
Selectmen's Report cont.
inequity and to realign property values within Hancock, selectmen had recommended a
revaluation. Contrary to our expectations, however, the reappraised values of Hancock
properties rose from $1 12,051,324 in 1996 to $1 16,749,803. in 1997 or about four per
cent. This will create a further upward pressure on the school portion of Hancock's
property taxes. It, therefore, becomes even more important for all of us to urge the
Conval School Board to increase its efforts to control school costs.
At year-end, Hank Query retired after eight years as road agent. During Hank's
service, in addition to providing the necessary annual road maintenance and keeping the
roads free of snow and ice, Hank and the Highway Department completed a number of
important highway projects. These included the construction of a timber bridge on
Robinson Road, major repairs to Windy Row bridge as well as repaving Hunts Pond
Road, Kings Highway, Tannery Hill, Vatcher and Windy Row. A longtime Hancock
resident, Query also served for almost 20 years in the Fire Department. After serving as a
firefighter for several years, Hank was subsequently elected Second Assistant Fire
Chief and then elected First Assistant Fire Chief, a position he held for many years until
his retirement in 1993.
As of February 1, 1998, Kurtis Grassett of Milford has been appointed road agent
to succeed Query. The Grassetts, Kurtis, Jennifer and five-year old Kody, plan to move
to Hancock during 1998.
Once again, we wish to express our appreciation for the excellent work
performed by the town staff Their work plus the volunteer services of Hancock residents






STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE MS-
6
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
61 So. Spring St., P.O.Box 1122
Concord, NH 03302-1122
(603) 271-3397
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF HANCOCK N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, *997 to December 31, 1997 or
for Fiscal Year From
MPORTANT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This means the
operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant Another copy must be placed on file with the town
clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.




SELECTMEN (PLEASE SIGN IN INK)
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
1SS7)
15.
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4130-4139 Executive 78,773 80,177 81,024
4140-4149 Election, Reg. 4 vital
statistics
13,136 11,806 12,349
4150-4151 Financial Administration 11,092 11,157 11,315
4152 Revaluation of Property
4153 Legal Expense 4,600 3,992 3,500
4155-4159 Pereonnal Administration 97,157 95,434 122,926




4195 Cemeteries 10,533 9,818 10,658
4196 Insurance 26,075 24,389 26,000
4197 Advertising fc Regional
Assoc.
4199 other General Government
PUBLIC SAFETY XXXXXXXXX Xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4210-4214 Police 109,410 110,358 119,162








4240-4249 Building Inspection 1,700 3,263 2,460
4290-4298 Emergency Management 600 600 600




xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4301-4309 Airport Operations
HIGHWAYS & STREETS xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4311 Administration
4311-4312 Admin. , Highways t Streets 282,285 303,300 299,918
4313 Bridges
500 680 500
4316 street Lighting 2,750 2,632 2,675
4319 Other
SANITATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4321-4323 Admin. 6 Solid Haste
Collection
19,570 18,089 19,570
4324 Solid waste Disposal 30,238 37,400 35,425
4325 Solid Haste Clean-up
Id.
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XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4331-4332 Admin, and Hater services 70,572 70,572 74,232
4335-4339 water Treatment,
Conservation 4 Other
ELECTRIC xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX




4359 Other Electric Costs
HEALTH xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4411-4414 Admin, and Peet Control
4415-4419 Health Agencies 4
Hospitals 4 Other
6,625 4,508 6,625
WELFARE xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX





4445-4449 Vendor Payments 4 other 6,000 2,820 4,000
CULTURE &
RECREATION
XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4520-4529 Parks 4 Recreation 20,371 17,988 15,734
4550-4559 Library 25,412 25,412 26,324
4583 Patriotic Purposes 6,500 7,488 6,698
4589 Other Culture 4 Recreation
CONSERVATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4611-4612 Administration 4 Purchases






DEBT SERVICE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
4711 Princ.- Long Term Bonds 4
Notes
90,000 90,000 50,000
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds 4
Notes
12,248 10,619 6,077
4723 Interest on TANs 1,000 1,000
Budget - Town of Hancock MS-6














ritCAL IS. (BC2 >
UC0MKERDE9) (
4790-4799 Other Debt Service
i
CAPITAL OUTLAY xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4901 Land
4902 Machinery, vehicles i
Equipment
4903 Buildings




xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund
4914 To Enterprise Fund
6ewer-
Hater- 70,572 70,572 74,232
Electric-
Airport-
4915 To capital Reserve Fund




4917 To Bealth Maintenance
Trust Fund
4918 To Nonexpendable Trust
4919 To Agency Funds
SUBTOTAL 1 1,024,030 1,029,695 1,022,049
If you have a line item of appropriations
please use the space below to identify the
ensuing year.
from more than one warrant article,
make-up of the line total for the





Budget - Town of
Hancock. MS-6
"SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES**
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32: 3, VI, as appropriations 1) in petitioned warrant
articles; 2) appropriations raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriating to a separate fund
created pursuant to law, such as capital reserve funds or trusts funds; or 4) an appropriation
designated on the warrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable article.















PURCHASE LAND 3 150,000
BUILDING MOD. 5 18,800











SUBTOTAL 2 ReCO—ended xxxxxxxxx JCXXXXXXXX 185,841 xxxxxxxxxk
** INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES**
"Individual" warrant articles are not necessarily the same as "special warrant articles". An example
of an individual warrant article might be negotiated cost items for labor agreements or items of a
one time nature you wish to address individually.















ROAD UPGRADE 4 33,827
DEPOT ROAD MOD 11 1,500
VEHICLE LIFT 6 17,200
BUILDING MOD. 9 3,675
FIRE DEPT. ROOF REPAI i 10 3,100
DEPOT ROAD BRIDGE 8 4,000
SUBTOTAL J »«l,il— lllled xxxxxxxxx xx.xxxx.xxx 63,302 XXXXXXXXyCT-
19.
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TAXES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3120 Land Uae Change Taxes 3,000 14,617 6,000
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Yield Taxes 12,000 17,063 12,000
3186 Payment In Lieu of Taxes 33,266 33,266 33,266
3189 Other Taxes




LICENSES, PERMITS £ FEES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3210 Business Licenses & Permits 900 1,473 1,100
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 175,000 191,779 175,000
3230 Building Permits 2,700 4,150 3,500
3290 Other Licensee
,
Permits & Fees 6,100 5,895 5,700
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues 13,680 56,543 13,680
3352 Heals i Rooms Tax Distribution 17,380 17,399 17,380
3353 Highway Block Grant 68,138 68,138 66,368
3354 Water Pollution Grant
3355 Bousing I Community 6evelopment
3356 State & rederal Forest Land
Re impure ecent
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement 5,058 5,731 5,058
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax)
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3401-3*06 Income from Departments 8,210 9,728 8,000
3409 Other Charges
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 100 369 100
3502 Interest on Investment* 17,360 22,769 17,000
3503-3509 Other 43,941 68,641 52,432
20
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3912 From special Revenue Funds 15-18 1,148 17,041
3913 rrom Capital Projects Funds
3914 From Enterprise Funds
Sever - (Offset)
Hater - (Offset) 70,572 70,572 74,232
Electric - (Offset)
Airport - (Offset)
3915 From capital Reserve Funds
3916 From Trust t Agency Funds 56,290 5§»fi 10 > 250
l&n. 3,TO
Kepner 59,000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc.from Long Term Bonds fc Notes 100,000 91,000
Amounts VOTED From Fund
Balance ( " Surplus "
)
Fund Balance ( ' Surplus '
)
to Reduce Taxes 53,000 67,921
TOTAL REVENUES & CREDITS 758,978
**BUDGET SUMMARY**
OBTOTAL 1 Reon—snded (from page 3) 1,022,049
SUBTOTAL 2 Special warrant articles Rooiimmnndod (froat page 4) 185,841
subtotal 3 "Individual" warrant articles nimieiiiiiilsil (from page 4) 63,302
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 1,271,192
Least Amount of Estimated Revenues a Credite (front above) 758,978








1997 PROPERTY TAX $2,735,134 SALE TOWN PROP. $369
1996 PROPERY TAX $141,570 RENT-POST OFFICE $25,622
LAND USE CHANGE $14,617 RENT-PRESCHOOL $1,125
YIELD TAXES $17,063 INTEREST-CHECKING $13,533
INTEREST-PROP.TAX $9,572 INT.NH PUBLIC DEP. $9,236
INTEREST-YIELD TAX $23 REFUND-WORK.COMP.I $15,694
INT/COST LIENS RDM $25,282 REF.-PROP.LIAB.TR. $6,109
MISC.TAX FEES $1,929 MISC.CONTRIB. $294
PYMT. IN LIEU $33.266 SALE CEMETERY LTS $775
$2,978,456 CEMETERY MAINT.FEE! $250
LICENSES-PERMITS-FEES $73,007
BD. OF ADJUSTMENT $498 REVENUE TRUST FUNDS
PLANNING BOARD $975 KEPNER TRUST FUND $10,000
MTR.VEHICLE PERM. $191,779 $10,000
BUILDING PERMITS $4,150 CLOSING BALANCES-
TWN.CLERK DECALS $3,878 December31, 1997
CURR.USE APPL. $22
RETURNED CHECKS $100 PRIMARY BANK-




STATE REVENUES NH PUBLIC DEPOSIT
SHARED REVENUE- INVESTMENT
BLOCK GRANT $56,534 GENERAL $755,200.57
MEALS & ROOMS $17,399 WATER $3.00
HIGHWAY BL.GRANT $68,138
STATE/FED FLOOD LI $5,731 ESCROW ACCOUNTS
$147,811 HILL $7,148.57
INCOME DEPARTMENTS BOLDINI $1,480.82










GEN.RECYCLABLES $1,410 Barbara E. Caverly
$9,751 Treasurer
22.





















Vital Statistics Repair 700
Advertisements 1200
Subtotal Executive Office 78773
ELECTION/REGISTRATION
Town Clerk 8076
Deputy Town Clerk 3801








Deputy Tax Collector 1295
Town Treasurer 1140





Subtotal Legal Expenses 4600
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Town Share FICA 18603
Town Share Medicare 4778
Town Share Retirement 2042
Health Coverage 35279
Life Insurance 588
Long Term Disability 2783
NHMA Unemployment Com| 793
INS Workers Comp. 22061
Medical Evaluations 9525
Drug & Alcohol Testing 705

















150 Town Hall Fuel #2
432 Town Office #2 Fuel
3011 Old Highway #2 Fuel
358 New Highway Garage Prop.
700 Fire Station Propane






























574 Part Time Wages
















































































Subtotal Fire Department 48650
FIRE HYDRANTS






















8236 Signs & Posts
68 Meetings/Seminars
3746 Tree Cutting
































































































HEALTH/HUMAN SERVICESBUDGETACTUAL INTEREST LONG TERM BUDGETACTUAL
Home Health Care/Comm.Si 4000
Monadnock Family/Mental h 1625
Senior Nutrition 1000
Subtotal Health/Human Ser. 6625
1883 BONDS/NOTES
1625 Long Term Notes
1000 Long Term Bonds































Subtotal Parks & Recreatiot
6000
1000528 DEBT TAX ANT.NOTE INT.
142
670 TRANSFERS TO TRUST
FUNDS
Transfer to Cemetery Gen.F
2820





















CONVAL SCHOOL DISTRIC 2166814 2166814























Long Term Notes 40000 40000
Long Term Bonds 10000 10000
Bond Anticipation Note 40000 40000
Subtotal L.T. Bonds/Notes 90000 90000
25.
LONG TERM DEBT SCHEDULE
PRINCIPAL
REFUNDING HIGHWAY- TOWN WATER GRAND




1998 10,000 40,000 50,000 15,000 65,000
1999 5,000 40,000 45,000 15,000 60,000
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street « Concord « New Hampshire • 03301-5063 « 603-225-6996 • FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT




We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of Hancock as of
and for the year ended December 31, 1997 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose
financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of
Hancock has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be
recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of Hancock, as of December 31, 1997, and the
results of its operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements
of Town of Hancock taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed
as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Hancock. Such information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from
official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief. Rsa 21-J:34.






Value of land under CURRENT USE 14,202 917,754
Value of residential land 3,076 38,909,850
Value of commercial land 35 401,700
Total of taxable land 40,229,304
Tax exempt and non-taxable ($3,096,156)
Value of residential buildings 72,108,300
Value of commercial buildings 3,588,700
Total of taxable buildings 75,697,000
Total tax exempt and non-taxable buildings ($4,184,000)
Public Utilities - Electric 823,499
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS 116,749,803
NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED 1 16,334,803
Number of Elderly Exemptions granted for 1997 11 385,000







Total acreage taxed under Current Use 14,201
REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR

















SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
December 31, 1997
Town hall, office lands and buildings 781,360
U-4-18, 19; U-9-11
Furniture and equipment 22,200
Library, lands and buildings 383,500
U-4-6, 8, 8A
Contents 400,000
Highway Department, lands and buildings 83,100
U-6-10
Equipment 421,425
Supplies and materials 30,000
Fire Department, lands and buildings 263,900
U-4-73; U-5-2
Equipment 210,000
Recycling/Transfer, land, buildings, equipment 92,300
Water Supply facilities 127,800
R-3-19, 20, 21
Land around school 56,900
Camp Guild 119,900
Parks and commons 603,300
R-l-8, 12A, 17, 39A; R-4-9A; R-8-10, 19; R-9-4, 12, 13, 16, 17, 28









Transfers From Trust Funds
Town of Hancock

















Funds Tranferred to NHPDIP*











Reserved for Capital Improvements
to Children's Room; Adult and
Reference Equipment and Programs;
and Enhanced Services For the
Library







































Isak Dinesen once observed that our ancestors were noble to have walked among
waist-high, stick-size elms, knowing that the next generation would walk in shade. The
donors to the Hancock Town Library have shown a similar selfless dedication to the
future. Their gifts have made the library one of the state's best. Each time we use the
library, we are benefiting from their generosity.
We have been strolling under the big trees of the library's trust fund for many years.
Now we have begun to plant again. With some trepidation the trustees sent out the first
fund-raising appeal in the library's history. The response was enthusiastic and heartfelt.
And for this we say thank you.
Since the appeal was launched on Old Home Day in August, Hancock residents have
donated $18,620. In addition an anonymous $25,000 donation for the children's room
came in during the campaign.
The donations will increase the trust fund, insure future services and eventually open
the library more hours each week.
We are grateful to friends, past and present. Icy Lent, a great friend to the library and
former librarian, died this year. Icy once wrote, rather fancifully, of an after-hour visit to
the library. The place was astir. She saw Charles Dickens arguing with James Michener;
John Hersey chatting with Lillian Hellman. She heard Beatrix Potter saying, "I am happy
that children still read my little books, but some of these must be sent for rebinding. See
how the spines are cracked and the threads broken." Not all of the talk was this cordial.
Isaac Asimov pointed a finger at Alfred Noyes, demanding, "The moon was a ghostly
galleon tossed upon cloudy seas' — what sort of nonsense is that?" The library cleared out
when Plato gave a slide show in the basement and everybody went "to see what is real
and what is not."







Video tapes in collection 489
Audio cassettes in collection 223
Periodicals in collection 52
Cameras in collection 3
Books in collection 16,074
TOTAL MATERIALS IN COLLECTION 16,841
CIRCULATION
Video tapes circulated 2,613
Audio cassettes circulated 699
Periodicals circulated 740
Cameras circulated 1
Books loaned through Interlibrary Loan 52
Books circulated 22,977
TOTAL MATERIALS CIRCULATED 27,082
Registered patrons 1 , 194
The board of library trustees is a group of citizens to -whom the
public library is entrusted. They are vested with the custody and man-
agement of the library. The trustees select a library director, adopt
policies to govern the library's operation and work for adequate finan-
cial support of the library. The director carries out policies set forth
in the Policy Statements and serves as administrator of the library.
The duty of the elected board of trustees and the appointed librar-
ian is to serve the town. This can be done only if the residents of the
town make known their desires.
As director of the library, I encourage you to share your ideas con-
cerning the future of the library. What services do you want the library
to provide? What can we do to make the library serve your needs better?
The trustees and I want this information to help us plan for the future.
If everyone who reads this report would take the time to write a
note or speak to one of the trustees or to me, we would have a better
sense of what you want from the library in the future. Howard Mansfield,















MOTOR VEH./TRAILER REG. $191,936.00
TOWN FEES $1,101.42
DECALS $3,962.00








DOG TAGS ISSUED 174
CERTIFIED COPIES ISSUEC 41
VITAL RECORDS FILED 11








REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR
LEVIES OF
1997




































SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Balance Unredeemed 1/1/97
Taxes Executed to Town














































Adams, Ernest A. $ $1.054 95 HCP. Inc. $371 89 $1,326.07
Allen. Nancy $55.78 HCP. Inc. $512.74 $463 59
aryigc..Trustee. Doreen Jane S3.459.50 HCP. Inc. $473 20 3480.65
Bainion, William & B. $73.23 3848.1
1
HCP, inc. 374.01 368.44
Bennett-Trustee, Kathleen $1,524.61 $1,197.12 Hunter, Laura L $1,754.41 $4,091.07
Benoit, Charles $165.37 $558.29 Johnson Loren & D. $311.98 $534.63
Benoit. Charles «9 i-\n *;•» «1 778 ^ Johnson Loren &. D. «** fi^? OQ 36,659.70
Biuvvm, D. & McCliniic A. $1,184.85 3765.31 Lehman, C & Stevens, P. $13.59 $186.17
Busby, Doris C & Peggy L. $186.35 Lehman, C. & Stevens, P. $2,485 83 $2,113.64
Carley. Joan E. $2,370.42 Mulhall. Edward T. $4.37 $1,419.54
CFX Bank $1,437.96 Pauette, Thomas $2,300.50 $948.10
CFX Bank 35.02 Parsons, Jeffrey C. 31 ,1 19.19 $1,499.34
Cloutier, Robert H. & Patricia $1,756.33 $791.85 Parsons, Jeffrey C. & Judi $321.23 $230.61
Cloutier, Robert H & Patricia $1,142.84 $919.68 Patton, Evelyn/Richard/Linda $519.95 $1,607 64
Codman. Ham' $1,958.73 Pinkham, Christopher C. 3321.23 $412.89
Cuniiuiiy, ThOmaS A. $858.03 Rank, i i aver s l. & Dolores $976.05 $809.31
Cutter David $1,029.17 $1,010.88 Schweigert, Barbara J. $1,042.76 $1 ,451 .74
Cutter. Jodie $3,300.02 $3,544.26 Somes-Et Al, Richard D, $307.64 $224.22
Cutter, Tern' S. & She!!e« $19.14 St. John-Jr., Robert & Ange $1,408.47 $1,056.07
Diciuco, Stephen & Harriet $6.67 Stai kweather-Et Ai, Walter 3298.99 $525.02
Fields, Bruce & Leslie M $2,050 93 $2,139.04 Stevens, Peter W. $1,469.52
Flaqq, Michael J. & Mauricia $777.56 Sysyn, Nora C. $26.52 $1,244.13
Flagg, Michael J. £ Mauricia $236.82 Tarr, Susan A. $1,199.67 $1,002.68
Gray-Trsts., John Jr. & Edward $8.54 Wallace, Terence H. 31 ,344.23 $1,627.20
Green Sherry Smythe $1.369 81 $4,835 81 Watson-Estate, Barbara A $534.97 $716.03
Green, Sherry Smythe $25.78 Wigsten-Jr., Murray R. $3,766.78
Qraafi sherr*' Smvths $107.59 Willard, Charles $493.29 $237.28
Green, Sherry Smythe $1 ,431 .22 31 ,180.34
Green Sherry Smythe $4 53 "Paid after January 26, 1998
Hafela, Grove M & Blandin $579.65 $681.71
UIIICUCCIIICU l<IA LICIIS da of January 26, 1338
1997 1996 1997 1996
Bennett-Trustee, Kathleen $3,271 .15 Paquette, Thomas $4,918.85 $4,553.98
Benoit Charles $4,517.82 Parsons, Jeffrey C. & J $715.66
Bnstoi-Jr. , James E. J>oo 1 . IU J)HUO.OO Pinkham, Christopher $390.04
Bristol-Jr , James E. $807.60 $384.83 Rank, Travers & D. $2,106.23 $2,566.94
Brown, D. & McClintic A $1,454.54 Smith, Steven & C. $2,722.81
Cloutier Rnhort 1-4 R. Qo\nc'ia <0 A^P, OA Somes-Et A! Richard $523.47 $486.88
rieicls, oruce & Leslie ivl. $4,388.86 IT* A A/>Q (T-TJ>H,UUO.O/ Federal Natl Mortgage
Hafela, Grove Ivl. & Biandin $/46.45 Starkweather, Walter $668.43 $160.56
HCP, Inc. $823.23 Sullivan. Ronald $721.04
HCP, Inc. $1,098.85 $1,367.62
HCP, Inc. $1,014.88 Wallace, Terence H. $3,353.96
HCP, Inc. $105.37 Watson-Est, Barbara $1,16957 $1,084.72
Hunter, Laura L $3,759.17 $1,318.24 Willard, Charles $419.04
42,






Assistance to Hancock Fire Department 40
Assistance to motorist 385
Attempted suicide 1
Bad checks 4 cleared by arrest 9
Boat complaints 6
Calls to aid other departments 285
Call backs and messages 399
Citizen assist 249
Civil and domestic 96
Complaints about hunters 3




Disabled motor vehicles 112
Dog complaints lost or found 169
False burglary alarms responded to and investigated 131
Fire ars complaints 2





Lost or stolen registration plates 11
Medical assistance calls 5
Motor vehicles accidents 30
Motor vehicle complaints 85
Motorcycle complaints 3
Motor vehicle lockouts 41
Motor vehicle parking complaints 9





Properties reported vacant and checked 235
Road hazards 187
Shop lifting all 6 cleared by arrest 6
Suspicious persons 12
Suspicious vehicles 21








Suspended or driving after suspension 7








Domestic dispute arrest 4
Assault 4
Open container alcohol ^
Possession of alcohol 8
















Defective Equipment Tags ^ 1]
Respectfully submitted




This was a record year in water consumption, more than 24 million gallons
passed through the system during the 12 month period. During the long dry period
in June, July and August, the usage was extremely high. Some days the usage
exceeded the calculated safe daily yield of Juggernaut Pond by 40,000 gallons which
is cause for concern about overtaxing our water supply. The water level in the pond
dropped about 3 1/2 feet over the summer. We normally experience about a 2 foot
drop over the summertime periods. We will be issuing a notice along with the June
statements requesting restraint in water consumption over the summer. Juggernaut
provides an ample supply of water for the town but it is not unlimited.
We received a letter from the state stating that we had successfully completed
the first round of testing for lead and copper in the system and would not be
required to perform more testing until the year 2003. We also received a waiver for
certain chemical tests on raw water due to the location of Juggernaut and it's
protected watershed. This means a savings of approximately $900 in testing fees
yearly. Department of Environmental Services performed its three year sanitary
survey of the Hancock system this year and found it to be properly operated and




WATER RENT COLLECTOR REPORT




March 12, 1997 Uncollected to March 12. 1997
Willaim S. Bainton 71.00
Remitted to Treasurer $16,405.00 Jane Billings 73.00
Prior yrs. 242.00 !l !l 61.00
16,647.00 Wayne Crockett 94.00
Uncollected 97 1.376.00 Janice Davies 114.00
18,023.00 Bernard/Janet Hecht 80.00
96 54.00 Carroll Lehman/P.Stevens 113.00
18,077.00 Robert Mason 132.00
H.Clyde Moore 74.00
Remitted in 1996 for 97 202.00 John/Catherine Morse 83.00
$18,279.00 Paul Pollaro 83.00
Alan/Margaret Reever 83.00
David Senechal 102.00
Uncollected 1996 Eleanor Wigsten 129.00







Water Rent Collector's Report























































H. Clyde & Kerry Moore
17 Forest Rd. Hancock, NH $50.96
1 7 Forest Rd. Hancock, NH $94.00
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The Fire Department responded to 92 calls in 1997. We had 2 structure fires,
5 chimney fires, 6 brush fires, 1 good intent call, 10 automatic fire alarms, 2 wires
down, 38 rescue calls, 10 motor vehicle accidents, two of which involved school
buses, and 18 mutual aid calls to other towns.
We would like to welcome our two newest members, Jon Grosjean and Jeff
Robidoux, to the Department. Richard Patton, Glenn Cuddy and Eric Scott have
resigned from the Department this year. We thank them all for the service they
have given and wish them the best of luck.
Robert Kierstead has retired after giving more than 28 years of dedicated
service to the town; 22 of those as Fire Chief. The people of Hancock have benefited
greatly from Bob's years of service. I would like to personally thank Bob for all that
he has done for us and all that he has taught me. Good Luck and Happy
Retirement, Bob.
Training, again, is taking more and more of our time. This year members
have put in more than 1200 hours to the Fire Department. This shows the
dedication of our members who fit in these extra hours between work and family.
Bonnie Skerry and Richard Broderick have each completed over 140 hours
of training to get their Emergency Medical Technician Certification. David White
along with Bonnie and Richard have completed the training for not only the
Firefighter Level One Course, but along with Phil Mathewson and David Skerry
went on to complete the Career Level Course. To all of you, Congratulations.
This past November, we put out a Newsletter to let you know what has been
going on in the Department. We hope that you found some useful information in it.
The Newsletter will be distributed in November and June, if you have anything that
you would like to contribute to the publication, please let us know.
We would like to thank all that have assisted us over the past year, the
Ladies Auxiliary, Police Department, Highway Department, Barbara and Wendy,
the Board of Selectmen and Fiddleheads Cafe for the goodies that you donated to
our meetings.
A big Thank You goes to all the residents of Hancock for your continued
support.
Respectfully submitted,
Linden P. Joseph, Chief
Michael Cass, 1st Asst. Chief
Philip Mathewson, 2nd Asst. Chief
48.
REPORT OF THE HANCOCK DUMP COMMITTEE
The Hancock Recycling Center had another successful year in 1997. Thanks
to the efforts of Hancock residents to separate recyclables from the waste steam, we
were able to recycle approximately thirty-five percent of the materials from
household trash. These efforts pay off by producing some revenue from the sale of
the materials, by avoiding some of the cost of solid waste disposal, and by saving
space in New Hampshire landfills. Everyone is urged to do their best to maximize
this effort.
The following materials are recycled at the Hancock facility: glass
containers, plastic containers, newspapers, magazines, corrugated cardboard, kraft
paper, mixed office paper, aluminum cans, steel cans, used clothing, metal, tires,
compostables, and used oil. Used oil from do-it-yourself oil changers is collected
and utilized by the Highway Department to heat the town barn on Bennington
Road. Enough oil is collected throughout the year to keep the town barn heated
without having to purchase fuel oil.
The State of New Hampshire, through the Department of Environmental
Safety, provides grant money to assist municipalities in the installation or
improvement of used-oil collection facilities. During the fourth quarter, a grant of
$2,500 was obtained which was used to replace the tired furnace at the town barn
and to purchase two new secondary containment vessels for oil collection at the
Dump.
In April of this coming year, there will be a household hazardous waste
collection day. This event will be held in conjunction with the Recycling Center of
the Town of Peterborough. Watch for information on this in the coming months.
Many thanks to Barbara Caverly, Wendy Brennan, Hank Query and the
Highway Department, and to Cathy Smith, Ken Blood and Bill McCormick who










The Master Plan was updated and completed early in the year. The Master
Plan Committee recommended a committee be formed to study home occupations
and light industry. The Planning Board is pleased to have Jon Grosjean and Jack
Roper, Planning Board members, and three volunteers from town, namely, Doug
Bowen, Laurie Bryan and Roberta LaPlante working on this project. They will
present their findings and recommendations to the Planning Board for review.
The amendment to the Zoning Ordinance, brought by petition, to allow cafes
in the residential district, was approved at Town Meeting. As a result, the
Fiddleheads Cafe opened on Main Street, and was a welcome sight to those who lost
electric power in the January 1998 ice storm.
The board held the following hearings in 1997:
1. Approved 2 boundary line adjustments
2. Approved 3 subdivisions
3. Approved 4 voluntary mergers
4. Held 4 public hearings
5. Held 2 site plan reviews
6. Held 3 preliminary hearings
A busy year!
Janice Ford, Chair Jon Grosjean
Carolyn Boland Howard Mitchell
Meade Cadot Jack Roper
Jack Carlson Norman Phelps
HANCOCK GENEALOGICAL COMMITTEE
The Hancock Genealogical Committee continues to accumulate information
about past and present residents of Hancock. The historic house and building
photography project initiated last year is also still in progress. We know of many
genealogy forms that still need to be completed and returned which would greatly
decrease duplication of effort and expense on the part of the committee. Anyone
who has not received a form but who would like to complete one is welcome to
contact Liz Weston at P.O. Box 222 in Hancock. Our goal is to publish one or more
volumes containing the genealogical information that has been accumulated since
the 1930's. We also recognize the enormous historical and genealogical research
value of the documentary materials gathered to date and are hoping in the near
future to locate a safe and publicly accessible repository for their storage. The
committee receives many inquiries from genealogical researchers all over the
country who have been able to benefit from the wealth of data so far accumulated
by this project to access information about their own ancestors that was previously
unavailable. Anyone interested in volunteering for an interesting, short-term







1997 has been a year of change for the cemeteries. We have begun the
project of landscaping Hillside Cemetery. This is the first step in our plan to
address the stark conditions of this cemetery, and to respond to the numerous
requests for improvement.
After two seasons of having the three cemeteries professionally mowed and
maintained, we have reviewed the quality of the work received, and with the positive
feedback we've been getting from the residents of the town, we feel that having the
cemeteries professionally maintained is the right avenue to pursue.
This year we were very fortunate in two generous donations to help expedite








This year $2,820.00 was expended for welfare on behalf of qualified
applicants. The major categories continue to be housing, food and fuel. The
Federal Fuel Assistance Program continued to be funded, which is of great
significance to New Hampshire.
Thank you to the individuals, organizations and other donors who have
given so generously to the Hancock Helping Hands Fund during the year. The fund
expended $12,109.00 to help Hancock residents with food, clothing, Christmas gifts,
medical bills, fuel, eye glasses and other expenses. Many of those helped over the
years have become donors themselves, as their situations allow. Our community





Your commissioners had a relatively easy year workwise as the summer was
dry and the grass grew slowly. The oak and maple leaves fell late and the snow
came early so come spring we may have some extra cleanup work to do. . The band
stand steps did get new paint.
We were successful in finding a company in Nashua to look at the fountain.
It is in better shape than we thought. There is some concern for the basin bottoms,
not their centers. Hank Query found pinholes some years back which he patched
with metal filler. The patches are covered with several layers of paint. The
recommendation is to sandblast the entire fountain down to the bare metal and put
on several coats of a Devcon polymer primer to seal the surface. Needless to say, we
are concerned that the sandblasting be done carefully and Ray Pierce has agreed to
put on his Navy hat and ask the Portsmouth Navy Yard to do the blasting. The
fountain may be 100 or more years old and it deserves all the TLC we can give it.
The second unfinished project is thinking through options when the town
offices move to the schoolhouse. How can we best incorporate the land in from of
the "new Town Hall" into the Common? We have two state roads involved at the
edges and a need for the church parking so it will not be easy, but this will be a
special opportunity if we want to pursue it.
Last, but not least, we thank you for adding flowers and picking up litter. If
a few of the younger generation would pick up, and not beat up, the bandstand,






1997 has been an interesting year for the Hancock Recreation Committee.
We continue to sponsor many activities, including gymnastics, aerobics, a
running/road race program,, an ecology awareness club, a successful summer
concert series held in the center of town, art classes that are ongoing for a range of
ages, bus trips and tours, the Winter Frolic, and the Hancock Happenings Calendar
which keeps you posted on various activities occurring in town.
Some notable happenings include spending an inordinate amount of time
discussing and "policing" the Multi-purpose court. Many infractions and
confrontations that were deemed unacceptable per town liability laws pulled
constantly at this committee's agenda. Indeed, due to the somewhat divisional
enforcement policy of the posted rules at this court, we regretfully lost a valued
member of our committee. At this time we as a committee wish to thank Martha
Blanchette for her boundless energy and dedication to the town of Hancock's
recreation and social agenda. While Martha chaired this committee, the multi-
purpose court was planned and built, the beachfront revitalization was planned and
initiated, countless trips and tours were offered, and somehow Martha also attended
to being a full-time Mom with many other outside interests. Thank you so much for
all of this excellent effort!! We hope that you will come back anytime and help us
out.
Our storage shed was burned and it was not an accident. Do you remember
the old shed behind the baseball field? That shed had to be removed due to the site
preparation for the new elementary school. Although the shed was not in any great
shakes it did have a roof and a quantity of our field equipment stored in it. We
were given an evacuation deadline before the Hancock Fire Department used the
building for a controlled burning demonstration. We cleared the shed and
dispersed the contents to various places around town with nary a day to spare. The
Fire Department proceeded to slowly burn the shed over the course of a few hours
and judging from the crowd assembled there, this was a very successful event.
This committee would like to thank all of the "Friends" of recreation who
make many of the events and activities that we all take part in possible. As you
know, without the expertise and passion of those that want to share their interests,
this committee would have a blank agenda. We would also ask for support during
this building (new school) and rebuilding(new committee members) interim. There
will be a lot of unfamiliar territory to explore within the bounds of this committee.
Once again, thank you so much to those that model good sportsmanship,
camaraderie, and a sense of fairness that is carried on and off of fields and courts.
We know that it is possible to play hard, attend to the rules and still have fun.
This committee meets the 1st Thursday of each month at 7:30 P.M., we have
been meeting in the church vestry during the town office transition. Please feel free
to join us with comments or concerns.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas Gloudemans, Chairman
Thomas Gloudemans, Chairman Tom Newbury
Don Blaine, Secretary Margaret Ray
William Moreen, Treasurer Carl Wiley
Donna Geer Wayne Cox
Happenings Staff- Nancy Adams and Marylou Moreen
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HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF HANCOCK
JANUARY 1, 1997 TO DECEMBER 31, 1997
ANNUAL REPORT
In 1997, Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services (HCS) continued to
provide home care and community services to the residents of Hancock. The
following information represents a projection of HCS ' s activities in your
community in 1997. The projection is based on actual services provided from






































Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 37
In addition to the above listed activities, regularly scheduled blood pressure
clinics, child health clinics and telephone consultations were made available
to your residents throughout the year. Town funding, in part, supported these
additional services.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 1997 with all funding sources is
projected to be $26,143.40.
The total cost of services provided for a partial fee, or at no charge to
residents in 1997 is projected to be $1,882.90 for home care.
For 1998, we recommend an appropriation of $4,000.00 to continue home care
services at the current level.
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